
Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-10-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_30121 End _30155  Total  34_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___1600__ End Time: __2100______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

1600 checked on duty for the MUD 

1620 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

1646 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

1716 checked the area of Hannover Way 

1746 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

1814 traffic enforcement on Mayfield Ranch Blvd.  No violators noticed. 

1848 checked the area of Cole Valley Dr 

1910 met with resident in the area of Hood Park and Winnie Pl.  Resident had questions about 

the construction debris at the sites and possible thefts of construction materials.  I was able to 

answer the resident’s questions at the time. 

1948 checked the area of Arques Ave 

2019 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

2046 checked the area of Whitetail Dr 

2100 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

tmelton
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-12-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_30276 End _30308  Total  32_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___0600__ End Time: __1000______     Total Hours: _4.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

0600 checked on duty for the MUD 

0624 checked the area of Arques Ave 

0646 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

0722 checked the area of Van Ness Ave 

0746 checked the area of Post Loop 

0819 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

0849 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

0919 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

0946 checked the area of Skyview Way 

1000 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-13-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  S. Feldmann    Unit #:  1438    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg __56493  ___ End ___56512___  Total  __19__  Door # SB1864_ 

 

Start Time: ___1300__ End Time: __1800______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

1300 checked on duty for the MUD 

1310 checked the area of Bainbridge Cove 

1331 checked the area of Hermann Street 

1349 community engagement on Flowstone Lane 

1416 stationary traffic on Mayfield Ranch Blvd 

1439 checked the area of Ashbury Road 

1507 checked the area of Lainey Way 

1353 checked the area of Broadway Path 

1612 checked the aera of Sir Tucker Drive 

1629 traffic stop on Mayfield Ranch Blvd 

1705 checked the area of Post Lane 

1740 checked the area of Winnie Place 

1800 end of shift SJF14706  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____S. Feldmann___________________________# ___14706_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-14-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_30308 End _30330  Total  22_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___1500__ End Time: __1800______     Total Hours: _3.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

1500 checked on duty for the MUD 

1522 checked the area of Cole Valley Dr 

1545 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

1623 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

1644 checked the area of Hood Park Dr 

1720 checked the area of Kyler Glen Rd 

1746 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

1800 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-15-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_30448 End _30476  Total  28_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___0600__ End Time: __0900______     Total Hours: _3.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

0600 checked on duty for the MUD 

0618 checked the area of Arques Ave 

0644 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

0719 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

0748 checked the area of Haight St 

0816 checked the area of Van Ness Ave 

0848 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

0900 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 
Security 

 
 
Date Work Performed:__05-22-2021              
 
Officer Performing Security:  S. Feldmann    Unit #:  1438    _ 
 
Vehicle mileage: Beg __57709  ___ End ___57740___  Total  __31__  Door # SB1864_ 
 
Start Time: ___2230__ End Time: __0330______     Total Hours: _5.0_       
 
Activity and work performed during security: 
 
2230 checked on duty for the MUD 
2253 located hit and run suspect for Cedar Park PD 
2307 checked the area of Kingsley Ave 
2345 located vehicle with lights on in 4500 block Arques 
0029 checked the area of Lombard Street 
0108 checked the area of Mayfield Ranch Blvd 
0146 checked the area of Hood Park Drive 
0224 checked the area of Kyler Glen Road 
0259 checked the area of Herman Street 
0320 checked the area of Skyview Way 
0330 end of shift SJF14706  
 
Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 
parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-
through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 
document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 
include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 
high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  
**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 
Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 
This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   
All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 
If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 
Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 
change. 
You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 
will result in your removal from working this extra job.  
  
____S. Feldmann___________________________# ___14706_____ 
Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-24-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_30852 End _30873 Total  21_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___1500__ End Time: __1800______     Total Hours: _3.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

1500 checked on duty for the MUD 

1522 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

1544 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

1545 dispatched to an alarm off Whitetail Dr 

1648 checked the area of Skyview Way 

1720 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

1745 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

1800 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-24-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_31063 End _31091 Total  28_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___0600__ End Time: __1000______     Total Hours: _4.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

0600 checked on duty for the MUD 

0608 checked the area of Arques Ave 

0647 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

0716 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

0747 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

0818 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

0848 checked the area of Whitetail Dr 

0913 traffic enforcement on Mayfield ranch Blvd.  No violators noted. 

0945 checked the area of Cole Valley Ln 

1000 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-28-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_31091 End _31117 Total  26_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___1400__ End Time: __1800______     Total Hours: _4.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

1600 checked on duty for the MUD 

1418 checked the area of Skyview Way 

1446 checked the area of Lynette Ln 

1518 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

1547 checked the area of Kyler Glen Rd 

1615 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

1649 checked the area of Hannover Way 

1715 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

1746 checked the area of Arques Ave 

1800 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__05-31-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_31641 End _31670 Total  29_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___0600__ End Time: __1000______     Total Hours: _4.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

0600 checked on duty for the MUD 

0603 dispatched to an alarm on Post Loop.  No criminal activity noted. 

0614 checked the area of Post Loop 

0650 traffic enforcement on Mayfield Ranch Blvd.  No traffic violations noted, minimal traffic. 

0716 checked the area of Arques Ave 

0745 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

0823 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

0851 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

0916 checked the area of Ashbury Rd 

0945 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

1000 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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  Williamson County Sheriff’s Office 
 

 

HIGHLANDS AT MAYFIELD RANCH 
MAY 2021 

 

Total Calls For Service: 123 

Total Reports: 6 

 
 

Incident Related 

Nature   

ADMINISTRATIVE 0 

ANIMAL 3 

BURGLARY 0 

CARDIAC ARREST 1 

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF 0 

DISTURBANCE IN PROG 1 

DISTURBANCE MENTAL 0 

DISTURBANCE NUISANCE 0 

DOMESTIC DISTURBANCE 1 

EXPECTED DEATH 0 

FIREWORKS 0 

FOLLOW UP 3 

FRAUD DECEPTION 0 

MISCELLANEOUS 1 

MISSING PERSONS 0 

NOISE COMPLAINT 0 

OVERDOSE 0 

SHOTS FIRED 0 

SUBJECT STOP 0 

SUICIDAL THREAT 0 

SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT 0 

SUSPICIOUS PERSON 0 

SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE 4 

SUPPLEMENTAL 0 

TERRORISTIC THREAT 0 

THEFT 3 

TRESPASSING UNWANTED 1 

VERBAL DISTURBANCE 0 

WILDLIFE 1 
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Williamson County Sheriff’s Office 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Traffic Related 

Nature # 

ACCIDENT  0 

DWI REPORTED 0 

PARKING ENFORCEMENT 0 

SCHOOL ZONE ENFORCEMENT 0 

STATIONARY TRAFFIC 3 

TRAFFIC HAZARD 0 

TRAFFIC STOP 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Neighborhood Activities 

Nature 
# 

911 SILENT OR HANGUP CALL 
12 

ALARM LAW 
6 

ALARM PANIC 
1 

ASSIST CITIZEN 
 0 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
1 

FLAGGED DOWN 
 0 

NEIGHBORHOOD CHECK 
72 

SECURITY CHECK 
3 

WELFARE CONCERN 
0 
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